The martingale treatment of stochastic control problems is based on the idea that the correct formulation of Bellman's "principle of optiraality" for stochastic minimization problems is in terms of a submartingale inequality: the "value function" of dynamic programming is always a submartingale and is a martingale under a particular control strategy if and only if that strategy is optimal. Local conditions for optimality in the form of a minimum principle can be obtained by applying Meyer's submartingale decomposition along with martingale representation theorems; conditions for existence of an optimal strategy can also be stated. This paper gives an introduction to these methods and a survey of the results that have been obtained so far, as well as an indication of some shortcomings in the theory and open problems. By way of introduction we treat systems of controlled stochastic differential equations, the case for which the most definitive results have been obtained so far. We then outline a general semimartingale formulation of controlled processes, state some optimality conditions and indicate their application to other specific cases such as that of controlled jump processes.
INTRODUCTION
The status of continuous-time stochastic control theory ten years ago is admirably summnarized in Fleming's 1969 survey paper [40] .
The main results, of which a very brief outline will be found in §2 below and a complete account in the book [41) , concern control of completely-observable diffusion processes, i.e. solutions of stochastic differential equati6ns' Formal application of Bellman's "dynamic programming" idea quickly leads to the "Bellman equation" (2.3), a quasi-linear parabolic equation whose solution, if it exists, is easily shown to be the value function for the control problem. At this point the probabilistic aspects of the problem are finished and all the remaining work goes into finding conditions under which the Bellman equation has a solution. The reason why dynamic programming is a fruitful approach in stochastic control is precisely that these conditions are so much weaker than those required in the deterministic case. As regards problems
CONTROL OF DIFFUSION PROCESSES
To introduce the connection between dynamic programming and submartingales, let us consider a control problem where the n-dimensional state process x t satisfies the where T is a fixed terminal time and c, ~ are, say, bounded measurable functions.
The objective is to choose the function u(',·) so as to minimize J(u). An extensive treatment of this kind of problem will be found in Fleming and Rishel's book [41 ] .
Introduce the value function ·.-V'(tx) f(txu°(t,x)) + c(t,x,u(tx)) = mj [Vx)(t,x) f(t,x,u) + c(t,x u)] then u* is optimal. Conditions under which a solution of (2.3), (2.4) is guaranteed will be found in [41 , § VI 6] . Notable among them is the uniform ellipticity condition: there exists K>O such that Let us reformulate these results in martingale terms, supposing the conditions are such that (2.3), (2.4) has a solution with suitable growth properties (see below).
For any admissible control function u and corresponding trajectory x t define a process Mt as follows: tAt (2.6 ) MUt c(s, x , us)ds + V(t, x t ) u Note that Mt is the minimum expected total cost given the evolution of the process up to time t. Expanding the function V(t, x t ) by the Ito rule gives (2.7) M t = V(O, t [V + 1/2 (')ij Vx.ix + v' f + cds + V dw where f (t,x) = f(t, x, u(t, x)).
But note from (2;3) that the integrand in the second term of (2.7) is always non-negative. Thus this term is an increasing process.
If u is optimal then the integrand is identically zero. Assuming that the function V is such that the last term is a martingale, we thus have the following result:
For any aadmissible u, MU is a submartingaZe and u is optimal if and only if
Mt is a martingale.
The intuitive meaning of the submartingale inequality is clear: the difference
is simply the expected cost occasioned by persisting in using the non-optimal control over the time interval [s, t] rather than switching to an optimal control at time s.
The other noteworthy feature of this formulation is that an optimal control is constructed by minimizing the HamiZtonian H(t,x,V ,U ) = V' f(t,x,u) + c(t,x,u)
'and, conveniently, the "adjoint variable" V is precisely the function that appears x in the integrand of the stochastic integral term in (2.7).
Abstracted from the above problem, the "martingale approach" to stochastic control of systems with complete observations (i.e. where the controller has exact knowledge of the past evolution of the controlled process) consists of the following steps:
1.
Define the value function V and conditional minimal cost processes M as t t in (2.2), (2.6 
2.
Show that the "principle of optimality" holds in the form (2.8)
3.
Construct as optimal policy by minimizing a Hamiltonian, where the adjoint variable is obtained from the integrandiin a stochastic integral representation of the martingale component in the decomposition of the submartingale
Mt.
In evaluating the cost corresponding to a control policy u in the above problem, all that is required is the sample space measure induced by the xt process with control u.
It is also convenient to note that the cost can always be regarded as a terminal cost by introducing an extra state variable x t defined by (2.9) dx 0 = c(t, xt, u t )dt + dw 0 where wo is an additional Brownian motion, independent of w t .
Then since E w T = 0 t T we have
Let C denote the space of R n +l -valued continuous functions on [0, T] and (F t ) the increasing family of u-fields generated by the coordinate functions {Xt} in C. Since (2.1), (29) define a process (xo, x t ) with a.s. continuous sample functions, this induces a measure, say p , on (C, F T ) and the cost can be expressed as
It turns out that each p is absolutely continuous with respect to the measure H induced by (x, x ) with f c -0. Thus in its abstract form the control problem has the following ingredients:
(i) A probability space (Q, FT, P)
(ii) A family of measures (p , ueU) absolutely continuous with respect to (or, equivalently, a family of positive random variables (k ) such that E Q = 1 for each ueU)
The problem is then to choose uC-U so as to minimize E u = E [ I]. In many cases it u u is possible to specify the Radon-Nikodym derivative Q directly in order to achieve the appropriate sample-space measure. We outline this idea in the next section before returning to control problems in section 4.
ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS TRANSFORMATION OF MEASURES
Let (Q, F, P) be a probability space and(Ft)0<t<l be an increasing family of sub-o-fields of F such that (i) Each F t is completed with all null sets of F (3.1) (ii) (F t ) is right-continuous:
is the completion of the trivial a-field {0, Q}.
0
(iv) F 1 = F Suppose P is a probability measure such that P <<P. Define
Then L t is a positive martingale, EL t = 1, and L = 1 a.s. in view of (3.1) (iii).
According to [63 , VI T4] there is a modification of (L t ) whose paths are rightcontinuous with left hand limits (we denote Lt = 1% Ls). Define
Then T +1, T <T and Meyer shows in [64 , VI ] that Lt(w) = 0 for all t > T(w), a.s.
Suppose (X t ) is a given non-negative ZocaZ martingale of (F t ) with X =1 a.s.
Then X t is always a supermartingale, since, if s is an increasing sequence of t n localizing times and s<t, using Fatou's lemma we have:
s n sAs n t^s s -n ts s t^s s n n n n It follows that EX t < 1 for all t and X t is a martingale if and only if EX 1 = 1.
This is relevant below because we will want to use (3.2), (3.3) to define a measure P from a given process L t which, however, is a priori only known to be a local martingale.
Let (M t ) be a local martingale of (F t ) and consider the equation
It'was shown by Doleans-Dade [28 ] (see also [64 , IV 25] , that there is a unique local martingale (L t ) satisfying this, and that L t is given explicitly by
Here Mc is the "continuous part" of the local martingale M t (see [ 64, IV 9] and the countable product is a.s. absolutely convergent.
We denote Lt =E(M) t (the "DoleansDade exponential"). and consequently X t is a P -local martingale if and only if XtL t is a P-local martingale.
One readily verifies that this is so with X defined as above, using the general t change of variables formula for semimartingales [64 , IV 21] .
Conditions for the existence of <X, M> are given by Yoeurp [79 ] . Recall that the "square brackets" process [x, M] is defined for any pair of local martingales (This definition coincides with the usual one [ 52] when X and M are locally square integrable.) In fact a predictable process A such that X-A is a P -local martingale exists only when these conditions are satisfied (see also [ 64, VI 22] ).
An exhaustive study of conditions under which EE(M)i = 1 is given by Lepingle and Memin in [ 57] . A typical condition is that AM > -1 and
This generalizes an earlier condition for the continuous case given by Novikov [ 67] . We will mention more specific results for special cases below; see also references [2] , [3] , [12] , [13] , [30] , [36] , · [43] , [56] , [60] , 1277]. [ 64, III 102] . This is the original "Girsanov theorem" [ 43] . A full account of it will be found in Chapter 6 of Liptser and Shiryaev's book [ 60] . In particular, (It is not a "strong" or "Ito" solution since B does not necessarily generate x; a well-known example of Tsyrelson [ 72] , [ 60, §4.4.8] shows that this is possible).
The reader is referred to [ 60] for a comprehensive discussion of weak and strong solutions, etc. Suffice it to say that the main advantage of the weak solution concept for control theory is that there is no requirement that the dependence of f on x in (3.12) be smooth (e.g., Lipshitz as the standard Ito conditions require), so that such things as "bang-bang" controls [ 3 ] , [21] fit naturally into this framework.
CONTROLLED STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS -COMPLETE OBSERVATIONS CASE
This problem, a generalization of that considered in §2, is the one for which the martingale approach has reached its most definitive form, and it seems worth giving a self-contained outline immediately rather than attempting to deduce the results as special cases of the general framework considered in §5. 
Now let U be the family of F -predictable U-valued processes and for ueU define
The Girsanov theorem as given in §3 above generalizes easily to the vector case, and condition (4.2) implies the vector version of Novikov's condition (3.10) (see [60, -p. 221]).
Thus EL l (u) = 1 and defining a measure P by dP L (u) dP L we see that under P the process x t satisfies U (4.3) dx t = f(t,x,ut)dt + C(t,x)dw t where w t is a P -vector Brownian motion. The cost associated with ueU is now t u
where c, re bounded measurable functions and c satisfies also the same condition as f.
It is clear that a must be non-singular if weak solutions are to be defined as above (cf. the uniform ellipticity conditions (2.5)), but an important class of "degenerate" systems is catered for, namely those of the form
where a is nonsingular and fl is Lipschitz in x uniformly in (t,x). Then (4.5) has a unique solution xt = Xt(x ) for each given trajectory x 2 , and (4.6) can be rewritten
This situation arises when a scalar n'th-order differential equation is put into lst-order vector form. ! . ) as-c (x,s) or c , and similarly for f). It s ss fro the fru (36 ta is seen from the formula (3.6) that ~t only depends on u restricted to the interval [t,l] and since all measures P are equivalent the null sets up to which tUU is defined u t are also control-independent; in fact pu is a well-defined element of LL(QF FtP) for each ueU.
Since L 1 is a complete lattice we can define the lattice infimum q Wt u= U tu as an Ft-measurable random variable. This is the value function (or value process).
It satisfies the following principle of optimaZity, originally due to Rishel [68] :
for each fixed ueU and O<t<T<l,
The proof of this depends on the fact that the family [it : ueU] has the 'I -lattice property": see §5 below. Now define
This has the same interpretation as in (2.6) above. Note that since x 0 is assumed to be a fixed constant,
The statement of the principle of optimatlity is now exactly as in (2.8). Firstly u u (4.7) implies that M is a P -submartingale for each u. Now if M t is a P -martingale t u t u then E Mo = E M 1 which implies u is optimal in view of (4.8) 
Then u* is optimal if for any other ueU the process
This is evident since then where H is as in (4.12) but with g replacing g. Then a calculation similar to (4.11) shows that It is a local P -submartingale for any ueU; since I = J(u*), this t u 0 implies that if T is a sequence of localizing times then n Two conmments on this result: firstly, it is possible to recast the problem so as to have a purely terminal cost by introducing an extra state x 0 as in (2.9), (2.10).
However it is important not to do this here, since an extra Brownian motion w 0 is 0 introduced as well, and there is then no way of showing that the optimal policy u 0 does not depend on w -i.e. one gets a possibly "randomized" optimal policy this way.
Secondly, the existence result (420) was originally proved in [2 ] and [30] just by using the compactness properties of the density sets. However they were obliged to assume convexity of the "velocity set" f(t,x,U) in order that the set D(U) = { 6 (fu) : ueU} be convex (and can then be shown to be weakly closed). Finally it should be remarked that (4.20) is a much stronger result than anything available in deterministic control theory, the reason being of course that the noise "smooths out" the process.
A comparison of (2.3) and(4.12) shows that the process gt plays the role of the gradient V (t,xt) in the Markov case, so that in a sense the submartingale decompox t sition theorems are providing us with a weak form of differentiation. The drawback with the martingale approach is of course that while the function V can (in prinx ciple) be calculated by solving the Bellman equation, the process gt is only defined implicitly by (4.9), so that the optimality conditions (4.14) (4.15) do not provide 0 a constructive procedure for calculating the optimal u , or for verifying whether a candidate control satisfies the necessary condition (4.14). Some progress on this 0 has been made by Haussmann [44] , but it depends on u (t,x) being a smooth function of xeQ, which is very restrictive. 0 Suppose u is optimal and that the random variable 
GENERAL FORMULATION OF STOCHASTIC CONTROL PROBLEMS
The first abstract formulation of dynamic programming for continuous-time stochastic control problems was given by Rishel [68] who isolated the "principle of optimality" in a form similar to (4.7). The submartingale formulation was given by Striebel [70] who also introduced the important "e--lattice property." Other papers formulating stochastic control problems in some generality are those of Boel and Varaiya [11] , Memin [61] ,,Elliott [37] [38], Boel and Kohlmann [9 ] [10], Davis and Kohlmann [23] and Br maud and Pietri [14] .
We shall sketch briefly a formulation, somewhat similar to that of (2.7), which is less general than that of Striebel [70] but sufficiently general to cover all of the applications considered in this paper.
The basic ingredients of the control problem are . :
(i) A probability space (Q,F,P)
(ii) Two families (Ft), (Yt) (0<t<l) of increasing, right-continuous, completed sub-a-fields of F, such that Yt C Ft for each t.
(iii) A non-negative F -measurable random variable (. Note that by inclusion and using the compatability condition, for any T > t t -
so that the first statement of (5.3) is equivalent to the assertion that A and 3) is a general form of optimality principle but its connection with conventional dynamic programming is tenuous as there is a different value function for each control, reflecting the fact that past controls can affect the expectation of future performance. This is suggestive of Feldbaum's "dual control" idea, namely that an optimal controller will act so as to "acquire information" as well as to achieve direct control action.
The postulates of the general model above are not, as they stand, sufficient to endure that there is a single value function if Yt= Ft (complete information).
Let dP (5.6) .
Now fix se[o0,1] and for s<t<l define Clearly the densities Lt(u) of §4 above satisfy (5.7)
A minimum principle -complete observations case
If we are to use the principle of optimality (5.3) to obtain locaZ conditions for optimality in the form of a minimum principle it is necessary to be more specific about how the densities Lt(u) are related to the controls uCU. This is generally through a transformation of measures as described in §3 above. A general formulation will be found in Elliott's paper [38] in this volume, but to introduce the idea let us consider the following rather special set-up.
Suppose is in t u u vut the stable subspace generated by Mu (see [37] , [38] Since At is an increasing process and A 0 if u is optimal, we have the following
Sie ___A minimum principle:
11) If ueU is optimal and v is any admissible control then for almost allZZw gS (S,Wus) < gs (SW,Vs) a.e. (d<M> s)

In particular if U consists of all predictable u-valued processes then
gS (Stwiu) = ra gSf(SWv)
The importance of this type of result is that no martingale representation result is required, since the "orthogonal martingale" Nt plays no role in the optimality conditions (things are somewhat more complicated if the basic martingale m t is not continuous).
Partial observations case
Further progress in the case when Yt / Ft appears to depend on representation theorems for Yt-martingales, although possibly a development similar to the above could be carried out. For each ueU the P -submartingale Wt is decomposed into the sum of a martingale and an increasing process. In Memin's paper it is assumed that all (Yt,P)-martingales have a representation as a sum of stochastic integrals with respect to a continuous martingale and a random measure. It is shown in [48] that a similar representation then holds for (Yt ,P )-martingales since P <<P. Using this t U u some somewhat more specific optimality conditions can be stated, but these do not lead to useful results as no genuine minimum principle can be obtained. Rather than describe them we revert to the stochastic differential equation model of §4 for which better results have been obtained.
CONTROLLED STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITH PARTIAL INFORMATION
Returning to the problem of §4, let us suppose that the state vector x t is divided into two sets of components x t = (y',zt) of which only the first is observed by the controller. Define Yt = o{Y , s<t). Then the class of admissible controls is the set N of Yt-adapted processes with values in U. The objective is to choose ueN so as to minimize J(u) given by (4.4). Following Elliott [34] we will outline a necessary condition for optimality. Thus we suppose that u*eN is optimal (and write c*, E, instead of c Eu, etc. 
where g* is the process of (6.2).
This is a much better result than the original minimum principle (theorem 4.2 of [25] )since :the optimal control minimizes the conditional expectation of a Hamiltonian involving a single "adjoint process" g*. A similar result (including some average value state space constraints) was obtained by Haussmann [44] using the Girsanov formulation together with L.W. Neustadt's "general theory of extremals."
It is shown in [39] that a sufficient condition for optimality is that an inequality similar to (6.4) but with E replacing E* should hold for all admissible u.
The disadvantage of the types of result outlined above is that they ignore the general cybernetic principle that in partially observable problems the conditional distribution of the state given the observations constitutes an "information state," on which control action should be based. In other words, the filtering operation is not explicitly brought in. Although there is a well-developed theory of filtering for stochastic differential equations [42] , [60] , it turns out to be remarkably difficult to incorporate this into the control problem. A look at the "separation theorem" of linear control [18] take values in a compact set U and that the function 3 is continuous. The solution of (6.5) for a given Yt-adapted control policy u t is then defined by standard application of the Girsanov technique and the (non-quadratic) cost is given by
It is shown in [24] that the conditional distribution of x t given Yt is normal, with A mean x t and covariance Zt given by the Kalman filter equations:
Here Vt is the normalized innovations process
which is a standard vector Brownian motion. Let us denote K(t) = )tF'R / , and let n(.,x,t) be the normal density function with mean x and covariance t . Now define
Then the cost J(u) can be expressed as
The original problem is thus seen to be equivalent to a "completely observable" problem (6.6), (6.8) with "state" it (this characterizes the entire conditional distribution since the covariance £(t) is non-random).
This suggests studying "separated controls" of the form u t = 4(t,x t ) for some given measurable function i:
However, such controls are, in general, not admissible: admissible controls are specified functionals of y, whereas the random variable xt depends on past controls t {Us, s<t}.
One way round this difficulty is to consider (6.6)-(6.8) as an independent ,problem of the type considered in §4, i.e., to define the solution of (6.6) by Girsanov transformation on a new probability space, for separated controls u(t,x). However we then run into the fresh-difficulty that weak solutions of (6.6) are only defined if the matrix K(t)K'(t) is strictly positive definite, which cannot happen unless the dimension of yt is at least as great as that of xt -a highly artificial condition. If this condition is met then we can apply (4.17) to conclude that there exists an optimal separated control, and an extra argument as in [18] shows that its cost coincides with infueN(u). If dim(yt) < dim(xt) then some form of approximation must be resorted to.
With these elementary obstacles standing in the way of a satisfactory martingale treatment of the separation theorem, it is not surprising that a proper formulation of information states for nonlinear problems has not yet been given. It is possible that the Girsanov solution concept is still too strong to give existence of optimal controls for partially-observable systems in any generality.
OTHER APPLICATIONS
This section outlines briefly some other types of optimization problems to which martingale methods have been applied. The intention is merely to indicate the martingale formulation and not to give a survey of these problems as a whole: most of them have been extensively studied from other points of view and the associated literature is enormous.
Nor is it claimed that the martingale approach. is, in all cases, the most fruitful.
Jump processes
A jump process is a piecewise-constant right-continuous process x t on a probability space (Q,F,P) with values in, say, a complete separable metric space X with Borel a-field S.
It can be identified with an increasing sequence of times {T } and a sequence of X-valued random variables {Z } such that 
is predictable for all bounded measurable functions g on (Q X R x: X, PS). The fundamental result of Jacod [47] is that there is a unique predictable random measure V such .that
E E for all g as above.
V is also characterized by the fact that for each AeS,
is the dual predictable projection (in the sense of Dellacherie [27 ] ) of p(]O,t],A),
i.e. the process
is an F t --martingale.
An explicit construction for V in terms of the distributions of the (T ,Z ) sequence is given in [2.3] . We will denote by fg dq integrals of the form (fg dpg dv) where g dp and fg dv are defined as in (7.1) then the process
is an Ft-martingale for a suitable class of predictable integrands g, and the martingaZe representation theorem [12] , [171] , [47] states that all Ft-martingales are of this form for some g.
For each w this is an increasing function of t and evidently the measure it defines on R + dominates that defined by v(]O,t] x A) for any AeS. Thus there is a positive function n(w,s,A) such that
Owing to the existence of regular conditional probabilities it is possible to choose n so that it is measurable and is a probability measure in A for each fixed (s,(o).
The pair (n,A) is called the Zocal description of the process and has the interpretation that A t is the integrated jump rate: roughly, dA Z P[X +d
/ Xs|F ] and n(w,s,.) is the conditional distribution of x given that x xs .
Optimization problems arise when the local description of the process can be controlled to meet some objective. This is normally formulated [11] , [22] by absolutely continuous change of measure, as in §3: we start with a "base measure" P on (Q,F1) with respect to which the jump process has a local description (n,A ) and define a new measure P by dP u u where m is a (P,F t ) martingale. Under P the process x t has a different local dest u t cription which can be identified by the translation theorem ( . ). More specifically, it is supposed that the admissible controls U consist of F -predictable, (U,3)-valued processes and that a real-valued measurable function 4 on (R + x:Q x X xu, P*S*E) is given. Denoting du(t,(, z) = f(t,w,z,u(t,w)) for ueU, mu is defined by
The Doleans-Dade exponential ( . ) then takes the specific form
where Ac is the continuous part of A and the second product is taken over the countable set of s such that AA > 0 and sO {T1,T2,...}. Assuming that EE(MU) 1 1, x t is, S 2 1 under measure P , a jump process with local description
See [22] , [36] for details of these calculations and conditions under which EE(m )1=1.
Generally, only weak conditions on ~ are needed to ensure that P is a probability U measure on F for each n and hence on F . If T = X a.s. (P) then extra conditions T T n c on ~ can be imposed to ensure that T = ~ a.s.(P ) and then P is a probability on oo u u F t for each fixed t; see [77] . Let us suppose that the control problem is to choose ueU so as to minimize
where 4 is a bounded F -measurable random variable. Then the problem is in the general framework of §5 and furthermore we have a martingale representation theorem analogous to that of the Brownian case. Thus local conditions for optimality can be obtained by following the steps of §4.
Suppose u*eU is optimal. Then by the martingale representation theorem there is an integran g such that
where q* = p-V*, and V* is the dual projection of p under measure P* (cf. (7.2) ). Now let ueU be any other control; then we can rewrite (7.3) in the form
According to the criterion (5.3 ), E,[|Ft] is a P -submartingale, and hence the last term in (7.5) must be an increasing process.o Using (7.3) and the specific forms of local description provided by (7.4), this statement translates into the following result:
Suppose u* is optimal, Zet g be as in (7.5 ) and define h(t,z,) = g(t,z,) -AA(t,0) fg(t, wc)n(t,d w)
Then for aZmost aZZ -
Thus, as in (4.14), the optimal control minimizes a "Hamiltonian."
A sufficient condition for optimality similar to (4.15) can also be obtained.
In the literature [12] , [22] , [77] various forms of Hamiltonian appear, depending on the nature of the cost function and the function ~. In [77] an existence theorem along the lines of (4.20) is obtained; however this only holds under very restrictive assumptions, related to the absolute continuity of the measures. In the Brownian case all the measures P are mutualtvy absolutely continuous under very natural conditions, u and this is crucial in the proof of the existence result, as is seen in (4.18), (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) .
In the jump process context mutual absolute continuity is very unnatural, but one is apparently obliged to insist on it if an existence result is to be obtained.
Finally, let us mention some other work related to the above. Optimality conditions for jump processes are obtained by Kohlmann [50] using Neustadt's extremal theory in a fashion analogous to Haussmann's treatment of the Brownian case [44] .
Systems with both Brownian and jump process disturbances are dealt with in Boel and Kohlmann [9 ] , [101 (based on a martingale representation theorem of Elliott [33] ) and Lepeltier and Marchal [58] . The survey [13] by Bremaud and Jacod contains an extensive list of references on martingales and point processes.
7.2 Differential games [32] , [35] , [73] , [74] , [75] , [76] The set-up here is the same as that of §4 except that we suppose U = UixU x...xU N where each U. is a compact metric space. Then U = U1X...xU N where U. is the set of 1 Thus an equilibrium point is one from which it does not pay any player to deviate unilaterally, a strategy is efficient if no strategy is better for everybody and a strategy is in the core if no coalition can act jointly to improve its lot. Evidently a core strategy is both efficient and an equilibrium, but equilibrium solutions are not necessarily efficient or conversely.
For ueU denote J' u) = (Jl(u),...,JN(u)) and let J = {J(u) IueU } This is a bounded subset of R , and a sufficient condition for efficiency of a strategy u* is the existence of a non-negative vector X eR N such that Thus u* is an efficient equiZibriumn if u t minimizes each "private" Hamiltonian as in (7.10 ) and also minimizes a "social" Hamiltonian (7.9) formed as a certain weighted average of these. Analogous conditions can be formulated under which u* lies in the core.
For (t,x,pi,u) e R xQ x R n x U define the Hamiltonians Hi(t,x,Piu) = pi f(t,x,u) + ci(t,x,u)
We say that the Nash condition holds if there exists for i=l,. t,x,pi,u (tx,p) ,..,u (tx,p) Uchida shows in [73] that the game has q Nash equilibrium point if the Nash condition holds.
The proof is by a contradiction argument using the original formulation of the results of §4 as given in Davis and Varaiya [25] . Conditions under which the Nash condition holds are stated in [74] .
Now consider the case N=2, J 2 (u) = -Jl(u), so that the game is 2-person, O-sum. -Then the core concept is ugatory, all strategies are efficient and an equilibrium is a saddle point, i.e. a strategy u* such that (denoting J 1 = J) for all ueU J(u* , u 2 ) < J(u*l,u* 2 ) < J(ulu* 2 )
In this case the relevant condition is the Isaacs' condition: for each (t,x,P)eR xQ 
An analysis of this somewhat similar to that of §4 shows that player I has a best 0 strategy, i.e. a strategy ullU1, such that
If it is player II who announces his strategy first, then we can define in an analogous manner the lower value function Wt. In general W > W but if the Isaacs' cont ,bt t- 
X~ ~~~~~n
Then under some regularity conditions 1 is the "least excessive majorant" of 4 (i.e., C(x) > )(x) and 4(x t ) is a supermartingale) and the first entrance time of x t into the set {x: ¢(x) = 4(x)}is an optimal time. See [4 ] , and the references there. If we define X t = 4(xt) and W t = l(x t ) then T maximizes E X and T = inf {t: X Z }. -Thus the t t t t x t t optimal stopping problem generalizes naturally as follows.
Let (Q,F,P) be a probability space and (Ft)t>O be an increasing, right-continuous, completed family of sub-a-fields of F. Let T denote the set of Ft-stopping times and X t be a given positive, bounded optional process defined on [0,o]. The optimal stopping problem is then to find TeT such that
This problem is studied by Bismut and Skalli in [8 ] . The simplest case occurs when X t satisfies the following hypothesis:
Let {T T} be stopping times such that T FT or T +T. Then EXT EXT n' n n T T' n Criteria under which (7.11) holds are given in [8] .
An essential role in this problem is played by the SneZZ envelope of Xt, introduced by Mertens [62, Theorem 4] .
He shows that the set of all supermartingales which majorize X t has a smallest member, denoted Wt, which is characterized by the property that for any stopping time T and a-field GZFt, This result implies an optimality criterion similar to (5.3 ): if T is optimal then BtA T = 0 so that WtA T = MtA T is a martingale, and conversely if WtA T is a martingale then it is easily seen that T must satisfy the conditions of (7.12).
Analogous results can be obtained for processes more general than those satisfying (7.11); the details are more involved and only e-optimal stopping times may exist. 
The strategy 6 is to be chosen to minimize
A value function and conditions for optimality can be obtained along the lines of §5. It is worth pointing out that the above system obviously has a Markovian flavor about it, and indeed it is shown in [59] that the value function is Markovian (i.e., at time t it depends on xO only through x ) even though the controls 6 are merely assumed to be non-anticipative. Some further remarks on this are given in the next section. i.e., we have a diffusion model as considered in §2. In §4 the admissible controls U were general non-anticipative functionals but here it seems clear that feedback controls of the form u(t,x t ) should be adequate. This problem has been dealt with in the case of controlled Markov jump processes by Davis and Wan [26] . There it is possible to "mix" two controls in a more ingenious way which, however, uses the special structure of the sample paths very explicitly and hence does not generalize to other problems. An alternative approach would be to start with the value process W t as previously defined and to show directly that t W t = W(t,x t ) for some function W. This has been done by Lepeltier and Marchal [59] for impulse control problems but again the argument is very problem-specific.
My general conclusion from the above is that the direct Martingale approach is not particularly well adapted to Markovian problems, and that more information can be obtained from methods such as those of Bismut [5] which are specially tailored for Markov processes. i
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The successes of martingale methods in control are twofold: firstly the essence of the optimality principle is revealed in the general formulation' (5.'3 ), and in particular the fundamental difference between the situations of complete and of incomplete observations is clearly brought out; and secondly, the power of the submartingale decomposition provides, in effect, a weak form of differentiation which enables minimum principles and existence of optimal controls to be established with few technical restrictions. The drawbacks of the method are that it does not lead naturally to computational techniques, and there are difficulties in handling Markovian systems and problem formulations of the "separation principle".type.
-
Here are a few suggestions for further research. i -(8.1) Obtain a more explicit characterization of the "adjoint process" gt of §4. Comparisons with deterministic optimal control theory and other forms of stochastic minimum principle [6] , [53] suggest that it should satisfy some form of "adjoint equation," yet little is known about this unless the optimal control is smooth [44] .
(8.2) To my knowledge martingale methods have not been applied seriously to infinite-time problems (see Kushner [55] for some results using methods similar to those of Bismut [5] ).
(8.
3) The partially-observable problem continues to elude a satisfactory treatment. In particular there are no good existence theorems, and experience with the separation theorem ( §6) suggests that these may be hard to get. My feeling is that the proper formulation of partially-observable problems must explicitly include filtering, since it is the conditional distribution of the state given the observations that is the true "state" of the system. A lot of information about nonlinear filtering is available [60] but, again using the separation principle as a cautionary tale, it is far from clear how to incorporate this into the martingale framework.
Possibly some entirely different approach, such as Nisio's nonlinear semigroup formulation, will turn out to be more appropriate. See [20] for a step in this direction. 9.
